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Abstract. The relatively warm early Holocene climate in the Nordic Seas, known as the Holocene thermal maximum (HTM), is often associated with an orbitally forced summer insolation maximum at 10 ka BP. The spatial and temporal response recorded in proxy data in the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas reveals a complex interaction of mechanisms active in the HTM. Previous studies have investigated the impact of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS), as a remnant from the previous glacial period, altering climate conditions with a continuous supply of melt water to the Labrador Sea and adjacent seas and with a downwind cooling effect from the remnant LIS. In our present work we extend this approach by investigating the impact of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) on the early Holocene climate and the HTM. Reconstructions suggest melt rates of 13 mSv for 9 ka BP, which result in our model in an ocean surface cooling of up to 2 K near Greenland. Reconstructed summer SST gradients agree best with our simulation including GIS melt, confirming that the impact of the early Holocene GIS is crucial for understanding the HTM characteristics in the Nordic Seas area. This implies that modern and near-future GIS melt can be expected to play an active role in the climate system in the centuries to come.

1 Introduction

In the early Holocene a period of relatively warm climate, the Holocene thermal maximum (HTM), has been associated with the orbitally forced Northern Hemisphere summer insolation maximum at approximately 10 ka BP (Jansen et al., 2008). Indeed, detailed analyses of proxy data and model results have confirmed that orbital forcing is the dominant long-term forcing considering temperature response at the scale of the Arctic (Renssen et al., 2009). Compared to this impact of orbital forcing, the effect of variations in atmospheric greenhouse gases on the temperature response is relatively small (Renssen et al., 2009). Although the HTM is mainly orbitally forced, the spatial and temporal response of the climate system is diverse. Maximum temperatures were often delayed by several thousand years compared to the summer insolation maximum, as evidenced by numerous terrestrial and marine proxy records (e.g. Jansen et al., 2007). The causes of this spatial and temporal complexity of the HTM have not been resolved for all regions, for instance the Nordic Seas. This region is the transition zone of two major ocean currents: the North Atlantic Current (NAC) to the east, transporting warm and saline waters to the north, and the East Greenland Current (EGC) to the west, transporting cool and less saline waters to the south. In this paper we evaluate the characteristics of the HTM in this important region by analysing the impact of potential forcing factors in numerical climate model simulations and by comparisons with available proxy evidence.

In a previous study, Renssen et al. (2009) have shown in transient climate model simulations, combined with summer temperature reconstructions based on terrestrial proxies, that the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) delayed the HTM over the North Atlantic and downwind continents (Europe and Asia) by up to 3000 yr. This ice sheet persisted until
around 6 ka BP and caused regional cooling by inducing melt water discharges and by altering the surface albedo and topography. An important effect of the LIS melt flux was that it suppressed deep convection in the Labrador Sea, causing expanded sea ice cover and cooler surface conditions compared to today. An important part of this spatio-temporal complexity can be explained by the impact of the remnant LIS in North America (Kaufman et al., 2004; Kaplan and Wolfe, 2006). However, the simulated characteristics of the HTM of Renssen et al. (2009) were not specifically compared to reconstructions of sea surface conditions so that it remained unclear what the impact of the LIS was on modelled Holocene sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the North Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas, and if the model results were consistent with marine proxies from this region.

The characteristics of the HTM (timing and magnitude) in the Nordic Seas are rather unclear, as different marine proxies suggest different SST evolutions during the Holocene. Sea surface reconstructions based on diatoms show a non-uniform response of SSTs in the eastern and western parts of the Nordic Seas over the last 10 000 yr (Andersen et al., 2004). These diatom-based reconstructions indicate that over the Vøring Plateau (in the east), maximum warming occurred between 10 and 9 ka BP, with summer SSTs being 4–5 K above the pre-industrial mean, while on the western side the thermal maximum was later (between 8.5 and 6.5 ka BP) and less expressed (1 K above the pre-industrial mean). Consequently, SSTs based on diatoms show an earlier (by 1.5–2.5 ka) and warmer HTM (3–4 K difference) on the eastern than on the western side. This east–west contrast has been explained by a stronger cooling impact by postglacial sea ice and melt water in the west before 8.5 ka BP, leading to a clearer expression of the early Holocene warming influence by insolation in the east (Andersen et al., 2004). However, it has been argued by Koç et al. (1993) and other studies (Kaufman et al., 2004; Jansen et al., 2008; Risebrobakken et al., 2011) that these warmer temperatures cannot be due to insolation alone. Eastern SSTs reconstructed from alkenones (Calvo et al., 2002) show a behaviour similar to the orbital trend, but are considerably lower at the thermal maximum (by 2–3 K) and yield a later HTM (i.e. between 8.5 and 5.5 ka BP) at the Vøring Plateau. Moreover, at the same site, SST reconstructions based on foraminifera and radiolarians also lack this early HTM suggested by diatoms (Risebrobakken et al., 2003, 2011; Cortese et al., 2005; Dolven et al., 2002). Jansen et al. (2008) suggest that the SST maximum recorded in proxy data above the seasonal thermocline (diatoms, alkenones) is forced by the summer insolation maximum and that deeper dwelling species (foraminifera and radiolarians) are not influenced. Andersson et al. (2010) support this hypothesis in a comparison with climate model simulations of the 6 ka BP climate performed with the CCSM3 model. These model results suggest that seasonal summer warming, related to the orbitally forced summer insolation maximum, is restricted to the upper 30 m in the Nordic Seas during the early Holocene. Recently, Risebrobakken et al. (2011) separated the impact of orbitally forced summer insolation and early Holocene warm surface waters associated with increased advection of Atlantic waters (Kaufman et al., 2004; Koç et al., 1993) and emphasized the effect of both horizontal heat advection and radiative forcing on overall conditions in the Nordic Seas. The non-uniform response across the Nordic Seas as reconstructed by Andersen et al. (2004) seems to be a robust feature in palaeoceanographic reconstructions, thus raising the question of the origin of this zonal difference. Consequently, the expression of the HTM in the Nordic Seas and the impact of possible feedbacks like increased heat advection by the NAC or Greenland melt water are still unclear.

In principle, climate model simulations could shed light on the role of different forcings and the SST response during the Holocene in the Nordic Seas. The model results of Renssen et al. (2009) suggest an earlier (8–7 ka BP) and warmer (more than 2 K above pre-industrial level) thermal maximum in the western part of the Nordic Seas than in the eastern part (7–6 ka BP and up to 1 K above pre-industrial level). Hence, these simulations did not capture the timing of the HTM and the gradient in the Nordic Seas as indicated by the diatom-based SST reconstructions. However, in the experiments of Renssen et al. (2009), the impact of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) was not included, while potentially sea surface conditions in the western Nordic Seas were strongly influenced by GIS melt. Geological records (as reviewed in Funder et al., 2011) and modelling studies (Simonsen et al., 2009) agree that the GIS was bigger in the early Holocene compared to today and may have reached its Holocene maximum at 6 ka BP, followed by a regrowth. Estimates from Peltier’s (2004) ICESG model suggest a 25% larger GIS at 9 ka BP that loses mass until 7 ka BP and expands again before returning to its present-day extension at ~5 ka BP. Reconstructed GIS borehole site elevations from Vinther et al. (2009) indicate that these sites were 100–300 m higher for 9 ka BP compared to today. Lower elevation sites such as Camp Century and Dyce show a fast decrease in elevation in the early Holocene, whereas NGRIP and GRIP give a steady decrease from the early to the late Holocene. Consequently, both these estimates support the idea that in the early Holocene the GIS melt flux was larger than today. No quantified estimates of this early Holocene melt flux have yet been published, but based on Peltier (2004) we could infer a best-guess additional flux of 13 mSv (1 Sv = 1 × 10⁶ m³ s⁻¹) for 9 ka BP.

How does this early Holocene GIS melt flux compare to projections of GIS melt for the present and the near future? Dickson et al. (2007) gave a modern-day estimate of GIS melt of 18 mSv including melt and iceberg calving. For the past two decades Rignot et al. (2011) found an acceleration of Greenland mass loss of 21.9 ± 1 Gt yr⁻², converting into 12.5 mSv additional melt water during that period. Schrama and Wouters (2011) derived a similar estimate of mass loss.
acceleration \((22 \pm 4 \text{ Gt yr}^{-2})\), which converts into 4.9 m Sv between 2003 and 2010. A simple extrapolation of these estimates yields 35 \pm 1.5 cm of sea level rise by 2100, resulting from a steady increase of melt water flux of up to 80 m Sv by 2100. Using a climate model coupled to a dynamical GIS model, Driesschaert et al. (2007) simulated a future retreat of the GIS within 3000 yr under an extreme warming scenario, peaking with a relatively large melt rate of 0.1 Sv after 1000 yr, which has a noticeable weakening effect on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) in the model. However, when extrapolating the estimates from Rignot et al. (2011), such high melt rates would be reached soon after 2100 AD. Although these estimates assume a fixed acceleration rate, the impact on the AMOC highlights the importance of the GIS in future and in warmer past climates.

It is our objective in this paper to quantify the effect of GIS melt on the early Holocene climate in the Nordic Seas and to compare this impact with that of other important forcings by extending the modelling approach of Renssen et al. (2009). We present several transient simulations and force our model with a transient LIS deglaciation and a GIS melt water flux derived from Peltier (2004). We use an updated version of the model (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) previously employed by Renssen et al. (2009). This model has now been renamed to LOVECLIM (Goosse et al., 2010). We focus on the expression of the HTM in the Nordic Seas and aim to distinguish the impact of different forcings on SSTs. We will also evaluate which expression of SSTs in the Nordic Seas, as reconstructed using the different marine proxies, appears most consistent with our model results. In other words, does our model reproduce the clear east–west gradient and early timing of the HTM suggested by the diatom-based SST reconstructions, or rather a more uniform response across the Nordic Seas?

2 Experimental design

2.1 The model

We performed our experiments with the Earth system model of intermediate complexity (EMIC) LOVECLIM (version 1.2; Goosse et al., 2010), which includes a representation of the atmosphere, the ocean and sea ice, the land surface and its vegetation. We have not activated the components for dynamical ice sheets and the carbon cycle that are also included in LOVECLIM. We present here a brief summary of its key components, and more details can be found in Goosse et al. (2010). The sea-ice–ocean component is CLIO3 (Goosse and Fichefet, 1999), consisting of a free-surface ocean general circulation model with a horizontal resolution of \(3^\circ \times 3^\circ\) latitude–longitude and 20 vertical levels, coupled to a sea ice component (Fichefet and Maqueda, 1997, 1999) employing a three-layer dynamic–thermodynamic model that simulates reasonably well the present-day Arctic sea ice distribution (Goosse et al., 2007). The atmospheric component is ECBILT (Opsteegh et al., 1998), a spectral T21, three-level quasi-geostrophic model including a bucket-type hydrological model for soil moisture and runoff. Cloud cover is climatologically prescribed. The vegetation is handled by VE- CODE (Brovkin et al., 2002) a dynamical vegetation model simulating two plant types, trees and grasses and desert as a dummy type. We prescribed the ice sheets manually. The climate sensitivity of LOVECLIM (version 1.2) to a doubling of the atmospheric CO\(_2\) concentration is at the lower end of the range found in global climate models (1.9 K after 1000 yr; Goosse et al., 2010). The simulated deep-ocean circulation in LOVECLIM1.2 compares reasonably well with other model results (Schmittner et al., 2005), with deep convection taking place in both the Nordic Seas and the Labrador Sea (Goosse et al., 2010). The model has been applied successfully in different palaeoclimatological modelling studies for settings like the 8.2 ka BP event (Wiersma and Renssen, 2006) and the Holocene (Renssen et al., 2009).

2.2 Experimental design

In this study we discuss the results of four transient experiments that cover the last 9000 yr and eight quasi-equilibrium snapshot experiments, seven with forcings fixed at 9 ka BP and one with forcings for the pre-industrial era (summary in Table 1). Except for the experiment with pre-industrial forcings, the simulations were started at 9 ka BP because before that time the influence of the Younger Dryas cold period may still have an important influence on the climate through the long-term memory of the deep ocean. We forced all simulations with orbital and greenhouse gas concentrations in line with the PMIP3 protocol (http://pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr). An overview of the forcings is provided in Fig. 1.

2.2.1 Snapshot experiments

We performed one control snapshot experiment for background conditions at 9 ka BP with orbital and greenhouse gas forcing (9kOG). This experiment was spun up for 1000 model years to ensure quasi-equilibrium conditions in all components of the model to the forcings (c.f. Renssen et al., 2006), implying that the mean global ocean temperature is stabilized. The final results of 9kOG have been used as initial conditions for all other 9k BP snapshot simulations which have a duration of 500 model years during which forcings were kept fixed. In PI and 9kOG, the land–sea mask, GIS topography, albedo, solar constant and aerosol content were fixed at PI configuration. The fixed land–sea mask will not likely impact the results as the difference in sea level between the two periods is only 19.71 m (9 ka BP; Siddall et al., 2003), implying that only a few grid cells are affected at the relatively low resolution of our model (i.e. T21 or about 560 km \(\times\) 560 km in the horizontal grid space for the atmosphere and \(3^\circ \times 3^\circ\) latitude–longitude in the ocean). We
Table 1. Summary of the experimental design. Transient forcings are shown in Fig. 1. Orbital parameters and greenhouse gases are in line with the PMIP3 protocol (http://pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr/) for transient simulations. Laurentide Ice Sheet melt water fluxes are from Licciardi et al. (1999). Greenland Ice Sheet melt water fluxes are calculated from Peltier (2004) ice thickness changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment name</th>
<th>Initial conditions</th>
<th>GIS Melt flux (Sv)</th>
<th>LIS Melt flux (Sv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9kOG</td>
<td>Orbital (9000 BP), greenhouse gases (9000 BP)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Orbital (1950 AD), greenhouse gases (1750 AD)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx1</td>
<td>9kOG + Greenland Ice Sheet melt</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx2</td>
<td>9kOG + Greenland Ice Sheet melt</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx4</td>
<td>9kOG + Greenland Ice Sheet melt</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGMELT</td>
<td>9kOG + Laurentide Ice Sheet melt water</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGMELTICE</td>
<td>9kOGMELT + ice sheet (albedo + topography)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGGIS</td>
<td>9kOGMELTICE + GIS melt water</td>
<td>0.013–0</td>
<td>0.09–0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG</td>
<td>Transient orbital and greenhouse gases (9–0 ka BP) from PMIP3 transient simulation setup</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGMELT</td>
<td>OG + Laurentide Ice Sheet melt water</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09–0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGMELTICE</td>
<td>OGMELT + ice sheet (albedo + topography)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09–0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGGIS</td>
<td>OGMELTICE + GIS melt water</td>
<td>0.026–0</td>
<td>0.09–0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Equilibrium and transient forcings applied in simulations. Shown are melt water forcings and orbital and greenhouse gas changes compared to the pre-industrial era. Topography changes of the LIS are not shown. Blue is the total LIS melt water flux applied in simulation OGMELT, OGMELTICE and OGGIS (left axis). The green curve denotes the calculated GIS melt water from Peltier (2004) prescribed in OGGIS (left axis). Black gives the radiative forcing due to greenhouse gas concentrations as anomaly to the pre-industrial era and the red curve gives the July 65°N insolation anomaly after Berger and Loutre (1991) (right axis). Greenhouse gas radiative forcing is calculated using IPCC (2001) formulation. Labrador Sea convection was suppressed by the LIS background melt flux. In agreement with palaeoceanographic evidence (Hillaire-Marcel et al., 2001, 2007), Labrador Sea convection was suppressed by the LIS background melt flux.

2.2.2 Transient experiments

We performed one transient control simulation (OG) including only transient orbital and greenhouse gases and two transient simulations including additionally either LIS melt water (OGMELT) or the full LIS forcing (OGMELTICE). Following the setup of Renssen et al. (2009), the additional

neglect changes to bathymetry in our simulations. Our analysis is based on averages that are calculated over the last 100 yr of the simulations.

We performed three 9 ka BP snapshot experiments to assess the sensitivity to the early Holocene GIS melt water flux (Table 1: 9kOGx1, 9kOGx2, 9kOGx4). In these experiments, we prescribed multiples of a best-guess estimate of the early Holocene GIS melt flux of 13 mSv. This melt flux is derived from ice thickness changes provided at 500 yr time steps by the Peltier (2004) ICE-5G model. We add the additional melt water to the normally calculated surface runoff (i.e. sum of excess precipitation and snow melt), which is then evenly distributed over 10 major runoff points (c.f. Bakker et al., 2012) for locations of river outflow points.

In two additional snapshot experiments (9kOGMELT, 9kOGMELTICE) we added the LIS forcing to the impact of 9ka BP orbital and greenhouse forcing, identical to Renssen et al. (2009). In these experiments, we separately investigate the effect of an additional freshwater flux (0.09 Sv, denoted by MELT), representing the background melting of the LIS introduced at the St. Lawrence River outlet and Hudson Bay outlet, and the total effect of the remnant LIS (i.e. additional freshwater, albedo and topography changes) indicated by the name MELTICE. In agreement with palaeoceanographic evidence (Hillaire-Marcel et al., 2001, 2007), Labrador Sea convection was suppressed by the LIS background melt flux.

Finally, we performed an equilibrium experiment (9kOGGIS) in which we combined all forcings of the previous one (9kOGMELTICE), and in addition included the best-guess GIS melt flux of 13 mSv.

![Transcript](www.clim-past.net/9/1629/2013/)
freshwater flux was set to 0.09 Sv between 9 and 8.4 ka BP, decreasing slightly to 0.08 Sv between 8.4 and 7.8 ka BP, and dropping to 0.01 Sv between 7.8 and 6.8 ka BP (Fig. 1). These freshwater rates are based on adapted estimates of Lippiardi et al. (1999) and do not include short-term freshwater drainage events such as the 8.2 ka BP event because the focus of our study is on multi-centennial to millennial timescales. In OGMELTICE the effect of the disintegrating LIS was accounted for by changing the surface albedo and topography at 50 yr time steps, interpolated from reconstructions provided by Peltier (2004), during the period 9 to 7 ka BP.

Finally, we performed a transient experiment (OGGIS) that included the GIS melt water flux, in addition to all forcings prescribed in OGMELTICE. As shown in Fig. 1, the additional melt water was set to 13 mSv for 9 ka BP and increases to 23 mSv from 9 to 8 ka BP and then rapidly decreases to 3 mSv before vanishing completely at 7 ka BP (estimates derived from Peltier (2004)). Considering the coarse model grid resolution (T21), early Holocene GIS topography changes in the model are relatively small and are therefore neglected in this study.

3 Results and discussion

We separate our results into two sections. Section 3.1 presents the results of the equilibrium experiments on the early Holocene and discusses the impact of different forcings, and Sect. 3.2 presents the results for the transient simulations and the timing of the HTM together with some proxy estimates of the timing.

3.1 Early Holocene response

Simulations including GIS melt (9kOGx1,2,4) show a clear August SST response near the southern part of Greenland although the GIS melt is evenly distributed around Greenland. Compared to experiment 9kOG, in 9kOGx1 (Figs. 2a, 3a) 13 mSv of melt water reduces SSTs and SSSs around the southern tip of Greenland, and especially the region near Denmark Strait is affected, with lowest values at about −3 K and −2 psu, respectively. For a doubling of GIS melt (26 mSv) in experiment 9kOGx2 (Figs. 2b, 3b) the geographical pattern is quite similar to 9kOGx1, but with a more pronounced cooling of up to 3 K near Denmark Strait and a SSS reduction of up to −3 psu. Noticeable is also the development of a cold tongue across the Nordic Seas to the eastern side accompanied by a decrease in salinity as well. Changes in 9kOGx4 (52 mSv, Figs. 2c, 3c) are hugely different from previous experiments. The core area of cooling is now in the Labrador Sea with more than 5 K cooling as the deep convection is locally shut down here. The reduction of SSSs is strongest inside Hudson Bay and to the southeast of Greenland. This affects most of the North Atlantic as well as the northern Nordic Seas.

In the early Holocene the Laurentide Ice Sheet puts great amounts (50 mSv in Hudson Strait and 40 mSv in the St. Lawrence outlet) of freshwater into the adjacent ocean. In experiment 9kOGMELT (Figs. 2d, 3d), cooling due to this LIS melt water is affecting primarily the Labrador Sea, with a cooling of up to 5 K and a freshening of more than 3 psu. This cooling is due to the local shutdown of deep convection in the Labrador Sea (as expressed by mixed layer depth (MLD) changes in Fig. 5c in the Labrador Sea), similar to what is seen here in 9kOGx4. However, compared to the latter experiment, there is less cooling impact on the rest of the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas in 9kOGMELT. Including the remnant LIS into experiment 9kOGMELTICE (Fig. 2e) further reduces SSTs (by more than 6 K) in the Labrador Sea and enhances cooling downwind of the ice sheet. Additional cooling affects the northern Nordic Seas, whereas a more than 2 K warming appears in a small area in the western Nordic Seas, near Denmark Strait. The comparison with Fig. 3e shows that SSSs are increased near Denmark Strait, resulting from an increase of convective activity there as previously discussed in Renssen et al. (2010). This can be seen as well in Fig. 5c by an increase in MLD compared to Fig. 5a. Ultimately combining the LIS forcing with one-time GIS melt (13 mSv) in experiment 9kOGGIS (Figs. 2f, 3f) further reduces western Nordic Seas SSTs. Compared to 9kOGMELTICE, the warming near Denmark Strait is reversed into a cooling that now expands across the Nordic Seas. SSS values near Denmark Strait are very similar in 9kOGGIS and 9kOG.

3.1.1 Comparison with proxy-based SSTs

Based on diatoms, Andersen et al. (2004) find a positive east–west August SST difference of 6 to 7 K for the early Holocene, whereas using alkenone-based summer SSTs (Calvo et al., 2002) for the eastern side yields a difference of 3 to 4 K. We find in our experiment 9kOG an annual difference of ~6 and ~4 K for August SSTs (Fig. 4). Modelling suggests zonal differences are greatest in winter when the contrast between eastern and western water masses is greatest, as can be seen in Fig. 4 by February east–west differences of 7 to 8 K. Including GIS melt in 9kOGx1 increases August and annual SST differences by 0.5 K as compared to 9kOG. Experiment 9kOGx2 and 9kOGx4 reveal that a larger GIS melt leads to a slightly smaller east–west difference, caused by an eastward spreading of the cold anomaly (compare with Fig. 4). In experiment 9kOGMELT the difference is almost not affected as compared to 9kOG, but in 9kOGMELTICE a clear reduction of the difference is evident, with annual mean values around ~4 K compared to 6 K in 9kOG. Along with this smaller difference, a decrease in variability can be noted by smaller standard deviations. Finally, in 9kOGGIS the east–west SST difference increases again to similar values as in 9kOGx1. However, note that all simulations are
Fig. 2. Sea surface temperature (SST, scale in K) anomaly compared to 9kOG for 9 ka BP snapshot simulations. Values are calculated from the last 100 yr of each experiment. Shaded area denotes insignificant changes compared to 9kOG according to a Student’s t test. (a) 9kOGx1 SST anomaly for GIS melt (13 mSv). (b) 9kOGx2 SST anomaly for GIS melt (26 mSv). (c) 9kOGx4 SST anomaly for GIS melt (52 mSv). (d) 9kOGMELT SST anomaly for LIS melt (0.09 Sv). (e) 9kOGMELTICE SST anomaly for LIS melt (0.09 Sv) + remnant ice sheet (albedo + topography). (f) 9kOGGIS SST anomaly for LIS melt + remnant ice sheet + additional GIS melt (13 mSv).
Fig. 3. Sea surface salinity (SSS, scale in psu.) anomaly compared to OG for 9 ka BP snapshot simulations. Values are calculated from the last 100 yr of each experiment. Shaded area denotes insignificant changes compared to 9kOG according to a Student’s t test. (a) 9kOGx1 SSS anomaly for GIS melt (13 mSv). (b) 9kOGx2 SSS anomaly for GIS melt (26 mSv). (c) 9kOGx4 SSS anomaly for GIS melt (52 mSv). (d) 9kOGMELT SSS anomaly for LIS melt (0.09 Sv). (e) 9kOGMELTICE SSS anomaly for LIS melt (0.09 Sv) + remnant ice sheet (albedo + topography). (f) 9kOGGIS SSS anomaly for LIS melt + remnant ice sheet + additional GIS melt (13 mSv).
Fig. 4. Simulated east–west SST differences across the Nordic Seas for 9 ka BP snapshot simulations and an additional present-day (PI) simulation for comparison. Corresponding eastern model area 47.5–10° W, 68.75–81.25° N and western 2.5–20° E, 66.25–78.75° N. Points mark the annual mean difference, grey bars give associated standard deviation, red line gives August value and light-blue line gives February value. Values are calculated from the last 100 yr of each experiment. Dark-blue line at the bottom gives the total amount of freshwater added to the simulations in mSv. Orange bar indicates diatom-based SST differences. The value shown in purple is constructed from Andersen et al. (2004) by combining the diatom-based SST estimate in the western Nordic Seas and the alkenone-based value (Calvo et al., 2002) in the eastern Nordic Seas. Red square indicates modern day value from Smith et al. (2008) in the period of 1854 to 1950 AD.

significantly different from 9kOG according to a Student’s $t$ test (c.f. Table 2) and that the mentioned reduced variability is insignificant.

We find that GIS melt increases the east–west difference and generates a model climate closer to the proxy-based reconstructions. Our simulations have not been able to fully reproduce the diatom-based east–west difference, because in our model it was not possible to increase summer SSTs to values as high as reconstructed based on diatoms in the eastern Nordic Seas. However, if we take the alkenone-based SSTs in the east and combine this with diatom-based SSTs in the west, there is good agreement with the simulated August SST differences. One could argue that it is preferable to compare model results to reconstructions based on a single proxy, but on the other hand a particular proxy could also be more suited for SST reconstructions at one location than another proxy. MARGO Project Members (2009) have shown for the Last Glacial Maximum that in the Nordic Seas, large discrepancies exist in palaeotemperature reconstructions based on microfossil proxies, and that it is unclear how to reconcile. We thus propose that this may also be true for the early Holocene. In any case, a lower east–west difference compares better to our model results. The difference is strongest in winter. In conclusion, the better

Fig. 5. March mixed layer depth (MMLD, in metres) and winter maximum sea ice concentration (SIC) over 15 %, denoting sea ice extent. Values are calculated from the last 100 yr of each experiment. (a) shows MMLDs for simulation 9kOG and SIC for simulation 9kOG. (b) shows MMLDs for simulation 9kOGx1 and SIC. (c) shows MMLDs for simulation 9kOGMELTICE and SIC. (d) shows MMLDs for simulation 9kOGGIS and SIC.
model–data fit in the experiments with the GIS melt indicates that it is important to include the GIS melt in simulations of Holocene climate in the Nordic Seas. In other words, we propose that the impact of GIS melt has been registered in the proxies, producing the observed SST difference across the Nordic Seas in the early Holocene. Simulation 9kOGGIS includes all presented forcings and still agrees to some extent to the proxy reconstructions, meaning that the results are more complete as compared to the other simulations. Regarding the foraminifera-based SSTs, our model shows that seasonal summer warming in the early Holocene is mainly active in the upper ~100 m (not shown), in line with findings of Andersson et al. (2010) for the mid-Holocene. Our model further shows that GIS melt affects only the uppermost 50 m of the water column (not shown). Therefore, it is likely that deeper dwelling foraminifera species were less affected by orbitally forced summer warming and GIS melt as compared to surface dwellers.

According to Risebrobakken et al. (2011), this was likely the case, implying that these deeper species record an early Holocene increase of horizontal heat advection that weakens towards the present. However, in our experiments an increase of horizontal heat advection cannot be found.

### 3.1.2 Mechanisms behind SST patterns

As discussed in Sect. 3.1.1, we have simulated clear cooling patterns in the Labrador Sea, the Irminger Sea and the Nordic Seas. But, what has caused these cooling patterns? In our simulations we find the impacts of the following forcings on August SSTs: F1, GIS melt near Greenland; F2, LIS melt water in the Labrador Sea; F3, the topography and surface albedo of the remnant LIS; and F4, the combination of all forcings.

We would like to give a brief summary of the mechanisms connected to these forcings.

We find that forcings F1 and F2 freshen the upper ocean and reduce oceanic vertical heat transfer by limiting downward summer heat transfer. Connected to this freshening of the ocean surface we find increased sea ice growth accompanied by stratification of the upper water column and inhibiting convection in winter. This is clearly related to forcing F2 and on a smaller scale also to F1, near Denmark Strait. We find an amplification of the sea ice expansion and associated stratification by the downwind atmospheric cooling from a large ice sheet, which is mainly related to forcing F3. These three effects (i.e. (1) upper-ocean freshening, (2) sea ice expansion and (3) downwind cooling from the LIS) will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs and are mostly active in combination with each other.

### Table 2. Summary of key variables from all snapshot simulations. Mean and standard deviation of the (1) maximum meridional overturning stream function in the Nordic Seas and the North Atlantic at 27°N, (2) sea ice area and volume in the Northern Hemisphere, (3) North Atlantic Deep Water exported south at 20°S, (4) meridional heat flux in the Atlantic ocean at the equator and (5) Nordic Seas east–west August SST difference. Values are calculated from the last 100 yr of each experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Overturning Stream Function in</th>
<th>Sea Ice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9kOG 2.78 ± 0.15</td>
<td>13.93 ± 2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx1 2.80 ± 0.15</td>
<td>12.83 ± 2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx2 2.88 ± 0.16</td>
<td>12.47 ± 2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx4 2.72 ± 0.28</td>
<td>9.78 ± 2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9OGMELT 2.75 ± 0.17</td>
<td>9.27 ± 2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9OGMELTICE 2.53 ± 0.21</td>
<td>10.10 ± 2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9OGGIS 2.65 ± 0.19</td>
<td>9.47 ± 2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9kOG 9.78 ± 0.50</td>
<td>0.447 ± 1.001</td>
<td>3.82 ± 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx1 9.81 ± 0.47</td>
<td>0.423 ± 0.994</td>
<td>4.39 ± 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx2 9.55 ± 0.42</td>
<td>0.414 ± 1.018</td>
<td>4.25 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kOGx4 9.66 ± 0.63</td>
<td>0.338 ± 1.041</td>
<td>4.08 ± 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9OGMELT 9.41 ± 0.67</td>
<td>0.331 ± 1.037</td>
<td>4.07 ± 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9OGMELTICE 9.60 ± 0.74</td>
<td>0.347 ± 1.059</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9OGGIS 9.52 ± 0.56</td>
<td>0.334 ± 1.052</td>
<td>4.51 ± 1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Italic numbers are significant changes as compared to 9kOG according to a Student’s t test.
The pattern found in SSTs from Greenland melt water (Fig. 2a, b, 9kOGx1, 2) is a result of freshening and stratifying the upper-ocean column.

Surface waters become more buoyant, and the density difference with the subsurface increases (up to 0.18 kg m$^{-3}$ from 5 to 100 m depth for 9kOGx1), thus reducing vertical heat transfer and causing surface cooling (note that we do not show this directly, but it can be inferred from Fig. 5a and b as changes in MLD near the southern tip of Greenland). In general, the southern tip of Greenland is where the freshwater (runoff, sea ice) from the Arctic and Greenland results in the largest cooling in 9kOGx1 and 9kOGx2. In the Arctic Ocean, however, surface waters are already quite fresh (c.f. 3a, b) and stratified, minimizing the effect of additional melt water. As a consequence of cooler and fresher surface waters, sea ice growth is facilitated at the southern tip of Greenland and local convection in winter is reduced (9kOGx1) by up to −200 m of maximum convection depth relative to 9kOG (not shown, but note the reduction in MLD Fig. 5b), assisting in an overall cooling effect.

Considering the combined effect of all mentioned forcings (by comparing 9kOGGIS to 9kOG), the Northern Hemisphere sea ice area and volume increase by up to 18 % and 28 % (Table 2), respectively, with the biggest changes in the Labrador Sea area (c.f. Fig. 5a, d sea ice extent), while the increases are minor in the Nordic Seas. The strong cooling in the Labrador Sea is linked to a local collapse of deep convection and expansion of sea ice cover as a result of strong surface freshening here. In 9kOGGIS this freshening is primarily resulting from LIS melt (c.f. Renssen et al., 2005, 2009), but the same effect is seen when GIS melt is increased, as in 9kOGx4 (Fig. 3c). The absence of deep convection in the Labrador Sea results in a reduction of meridional overturning strength in the North Atlantic (Fig. 5c, d).

The simulated deep-ocean circulation for 9kOG has a maximum overturning stream function at 27° N of 13.9 ± 2.3 Sv (AMOC, Table 2) and an export of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) towards the Southern Ocean of 9.8 ± 0.5 Sv. Observed values for the AMOC strength at 26.5° N for 2004–2008 by Kanzow et al. (2010) are somewhat higher (18.7 Sv) but variable alike (±2.1 Sv).

In LOVECLIM, deep convection takes place in both the Nordic Seas and the Labrador Sea, similar to the conditions in a simulation with pre-industrial forcings (Goosse et al., 2010). In our experiments the GIS melt has a discernible impact on convection depth near Denmark Strait which is contributing to the North Atlantic overturning. In 9kOGx1 a reduction of ~8 % (12.8 Sv vs. 13.9 Sv, Table 2) of the maximum meridional overturning strength is simulated as compared to 9kOG. As expected, the AMOC weakens further when also LIS melt is included, resulting in similarly reduced values of the maximum meridional overturning strength in 9kOGMELTICE (10.1 Sv) and in 9kOGGIS (9.5 Sv). This weakening corresponds to a reduced annual northward heat transport in the ocean at the equator in the Atlantic Basin of 25 % for 9kOGGIS (0.334 PW) as compared to 9kOG (0.447 PW), contributing to the cooling of the Northern Hemisphere. This is best expressed in 9kOGx4 (~24 % reduction) and 9kOGMELT (~26 % reduction) as in these experiments the impact on meridional overturning strength is the largest.

Another superimposed effect contributes to cooler North Atlantic SSTs in 9kOGMELTICE and 9kOGGIS, which is the enhanced cooling (by 2 K in 9kOGMELTICE vs. 0.5 K in 9kOGMELT: Figs 2e, f) downwind of the remnant LIS as discussed in detail in Renssen et al. (2009). Meridional overturning in the Nordic Seas and therefore NwAC (Norwegian Atlantic Current) strength are weakly affected (c.f. Table 2) by overall cooling and freshening (2.65 Sv in 9kOGGIS vs. 2.78 Sv in 9kOG) because of their competing effects on surface density and therefore convective activity. In the Nordic Seas at the main deep convection site southwest of Svalbard, the freshening is relatively modest (as compared to the Labrador Sea, Fig. 3). The reduction in surface density resulting from this freshening is almost compensated by the increase in density caused by the surface cooling (not shown, c.f. Figs. 2, 3). As a consequence, maximum winter convection depth is reduced by 200 m in 9kOGGIS as compared to 9kOG at the convection site (not shown). These findings are accompanied by a slight (5%) reduction of the northward heat flux into the Nordic Seas (at 60° N) in simulation 9kOGGIS as compared to 9kOG. Therefore, our model experiments do not support the idea that higher summer SSTs were caused by increased inflow of warm Atlantic waters as proposed by Risebrobakken et al. (2011). However, in other modelling studies – for instance Swingedouw et al. (2012), Kleinen et al. (2009) and Stouffer et al. (2006) – such increase in warm inflow is simulated in response to surface ocean freshening.

3.2 Transient Holocene response

From our snapshot simulations we could derive a discernible response to GIS melt that seems to be visible also in the proxy-based reconstructions and is denoted by an increased August SST gradient across the Nordic Seas in the early Holocene. Therefore we want to investigate the temporal evolution of this impact on the HTM.

3.2.1 Simulated SST trends

The modelled Nordic Seas’ SST difference responds more strongly to GIS melt water than to effects inflicted by the remnant Laurentide Ice Sheet. The eastern Nordic Seas SSTs in OG show a clear early HTM (before 8 ka BP) and a subsequent decline towards pre-industrial temperatures. LIS melt water in OGMELT has a minor effect on the Nordic Seas (less than 0.5 K difference). In contrast, in OGMELTICE the additional remnant ice sheet reduces SSTs by 1.5 K in the early Holocene (Fig. 6a) relative to OG. With the ice
Our main interest here is to emphasize that the difference across the Nordic Seas is more influenced by GIS melt and less by the remnant LIS. Simulated SSTs for the east (Fig. 6a) and west (Fig. 6b) decreased over time, whereas in Fig. 6c the difference is mostly constant over the Holocene, except for the early and late Holocene. The east–west difference is clearly stronger in OGGIS than in OGMELTICE because of the strong impact of GIS melt water. As soon as GIS melt vanishes, the difference in OGGIS returns to the same level as the other experiments. A more gradual decrease, as seen in proxy reconstructions (Andersen et al., 2004), would only have been simulated with continued additional GIS melt water fluxes after 7 ka BP. We could thus speculate that we underestimated GIS melt and/or the increase of sea ice cover over the western side in our experiments.

3.2.2 Impact on the HTM

The spatial pattern of the HTM timing is mainly influenced by the remnant LIS, and secondly but fundamentally in the Nordic Seas, by GIS melt (Fig. 7). Our main interest here is in the millennial-scale trend. To filter out decadal to centennial variability, we used a 1000 yr running mean and calculated the timing (in yr BP) of the maximum for August SSTs. Relative to OG, peak warmth is delayed by up to 3500 yr in the Nordic Seas, and is highly variable between the four transient simulations. In OGMELT, the LIS delays the timing of the HTM over the whole North Atlantic by ∼1000 yr (Fig. 7a, b). Denmark Strait and the region south of it show HTM timings ∼2000 yr later than in OG. A major step happens by including the remnant ice sheet in OGMELTICE, which further increases the timing delay to 2000–2500 yr for large parts of the North Atlantic. The eastern Nordic Seas are delayed by 2000 yr, whereas the delay on the western side ranges between 500 and 2500 yrs, suggesting a west–east spatial timing difference, rather than an east–west difference. Including the GIS melt in OGGIS uniformly delays the HTM on the western side, resulting in a spatial timing difference of 2000 yr across the Nordic Seas. It should be noted that the HTM timing in our transient experiment depends strongly on the timescale of the applied forcings. Therefore, it is preferable to consider the relative timings (i.e. timing delays compared to orbital and freshwater forcing) when comparing with proxy data, as explained in Sect. 3.2.3.

3.2.3 Proxy trends and timings

Despite uncertainties in model and proxy results, the combination of LIS and GIS forcings link reconstructed and modelled estimates of SST trends and the timing of the HTM. The zonal Nordic Seas SST difference in Andersen et al. (2004) decreases less abruptly than our associated modelled SST
Fig. 7. Timing of the Holocene thermal maximum (in yr BP) based on simulated August SSTs in the Northern Hemisphere. The timing is taken to be the maximum of a 1000 yr running-mean-filtered August SST time series. Proxy core locations are indicated by stars: BS-88-06-5A (near Greenland); MD99-2269 (North Iceland); MD95-2011 (near Norway); MD95-2015 (Gardar Drift). The colours of the stars represent the minimum of the HTM timing (a) and the maximum of the HTM delay (b, c, d). Estimates of HTM timing are shown in the top figure. (a) shows simulation OG in absolute timing, (b) shows simulation OGMELT as delays compared to OG, (c) shows simulation OGMELTICE as delays compared to OG and (d) shows simulation OGGIS as delays compared to OG.

4 Conclusions

We have applied a fully coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea-ice–vegetation model to study the impact of early Holocene GIS melt on the climate of the Nordic Seas. Our results suggest the following:

1. From our sensitivity experiments we find that GIS melt has a discernible impact on the AMOC strength and facilitates sea ice growth along the EGC and Denmark Strait. August SSTs are up to 3 K lower near Denmark Strait, overturning is reduced by 2–3 Sv and the winter sea ice margin expands south of Denmark Strait.
in a simulation with 13 mSv GIS melt as compared to a simulation forced by changes in orbital parameters and greenhouse gas concentrations.

2. GIS melt can explain some of the spatial differences across the Nordic Seas as reconstructed in several proxy records for the early Holocene. Absolute model temperatures do not compare well with absolute reconstructed temperatures at core locations because of the coarse resolution of our model, but the model seems to capture well the spatial difference across the Nordic Seas. Our model was not able to reproduce the warmth in the early Holocene as suggested by diatom reconstructions near the Norwegian Shelf, and agrees better with alkenone-derived SSTs.

3. The spatial distribution of the timing of the HTM in the Nordic Seas is better reproduced in a simulation with GIS melt as compared to a simulation without additional GIS influence. We find delays between the eastern and western sides of ~2000 yr.

4. We find in our experiments that GIS melt plays an active role in the Nordic Seas environment. The GIS evolution therefore has to be considered in the evolution of the early Holocene climate and future melting scenarios.

In the context of future climate change this study underlines the importance of GIS melt water and its active role in the climate system. Compared to today, in the early Holocene the annual and summer insolation forcing at 65° N (i.e. in South Greenland) was 2.4 and 42 W m⁻², respectively (Berger and Loutre, 1991). This value of 2.4 W m⁻² is close to the lower range of the annual radiative forcing of proposed future anthropogenic emission scenarios that varies between 3 and 8.5 W m⁻² (Meinshausen et al., 2011). Therefore it is not surprising that recently Rignot et al. (2011) reported an acceleration of GIS melt rates that could soon exceed those of the early Holocene, thereby stressing the importance of GIS melt for Nordic Seas future climate evolution.
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